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Direct payment at a bank. When collecting a good from a SkiStarshop Concept Store, the good is normally available
working days after the date of our confirmation to you. E liner for added warmth and a snug wrap of the foot Sensitive
Toebox made of neoprene helps insulate foot and cuts down on painful toe bang Replaceable toe and heel pieces help
extend the life of your boots and interface safely with your bindings Prices do not include shipping. Testers noticed a
little extra relief on the medial side of the shell wall, at the navicular bone area. The Vacuum molding process is nice for
weirdo feet I have a narrow heel and bony ankles. Refine more Format Format. Save on Men Trending price is based on
prices over last 90 days. The lower boot is made of heat moldable Vacu-Plast which can be manipulated for fit
improvements through a variety of different Vacuum methods, while the upper cuff is polyurethane and customizable
with traditional bootfitting means. The Fischers let me ski a few more days to close out the season. The stance angles on
the RC4 The Curv are more in-line with others in the all-mountain category than was the RC4 of old.Lowest Price
Guarantee! 90 Day Hassle Free Well, Fischer made the RC4 with Vacuplast so even if it doesn't fit your foot perfectly
out of the box, it sure will be when it's vacuumed up. Off the shelf or at SOMA Tec - Fisher designs their shells to allow
your feet to naturally sit inside the ski boots. By having your feet in. or Best Offer. Free Shipping. Fischer SomaTec
RC4 Vacuum World Cup MP US EU 45 1/3 UK Brand New In Box 95 Mens Snow Ski Boots. Soma Tec Fit. Size:
Mondo Ski Walk Flip Lever. Auctiva's FREE Counter. NEW in Box. Yours for a fraction of the original price! FREE
Auctiva Image Hosting. Find great deals for Fischer Soma Vacuum Rc4 Ski Boot Blk/white. Shop with confidence on
eBay! The stiffest boot in the Vacuum Series is the Fischer RC4 intended for racer level skiers going as fast as they can,
no matter the snow conditions. This boot has a 98mm last (but can be boot can be skied right out of the box! The RC4 is
a top notch boot for the expert skiers of the world, and at this price is a no-brainer. Mar 21, - If you've ever complained
about the fit of your ski boots (which is to say: if you've ever WORN ski boots) listen up: FISCHER has created the first
fully customizable, heat moldable shell. Time to party like it's ? Apr 7, - Three of us at Blister have now reviewed the
Fischer RC4 Vacuum, and all three agree that it is the best fitting boot (and perhaps the best overall boot) that we have
ever used. Fischer Ski Boots are in stock and ship out with incredible speed--but they're selling out just as fast! Order
your pair today and discover the Fischer Hybrid 12+ Vacuum Full Fit Ski Boots. Size: (), (). Reg: $ On . Fischer Soma
Vacuum Hybrid 9 Plus Ski Boots. Size: (). Reg: $ On Sale. Aug 17, - Rating: / 5 Price: $ Year: Level: Gender: Female
Here's one of the very best of the technical frontside boots and one with a highly-effective. Aug 17, - Rating: / 5 Price: $
Year: Level: Gender: Female The Ranger 12 Vacuum returns with a revised fit profile that earned it high comfort scores
as. Aug 8, - I have lots of days since late January on a pair of Fischer RC4 Pro Vacuum boots. From its inception
SomaTec has been Fischers tag for their boot project; Soma means the body as distinct from the mind and defines
Fischer's attitude toward human physiology, biomechanics and the body's.
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